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Before the Silos Collapsed

When cholera passed between us, father brought honey, 
warm from the forest, and lime to keep snakes from our beds.

This is before the war, when    
all the rivers flowed from the western highland,

when there was hope, when sugar could be placed 
on the tongue and the eyes kept closed in its sweetness. 

This is before the village starved, 
before the silos collapsed, 

their walls weakened by bombardments,
the people crushed under rice and dust.

This is before bodies stopped in the tall river grass,
some in plastic bags, some bloated in the sun,

before the river filled with mud and debris, 
and sickness emptied the land.

This is our father, brushing heavy lotus leaves
from the boat’s edge and saying:

Drop a few grains of  rice into the river
and it will bring up hundreds of  fish.

When there isn’t rice, simply spit in the water 
and all the colors will still come rushing.

Eric Anderson
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Praxis Makes Perfect

Every evening ends in the same fashion: From junkyard to natural landscape to 
mound of  transforming clay: The soft haze of  an uneven expanse, an undiscovered val-
ley, separates the two realities, one less defined than the other. On one side a hill, piled 
high with the remains of  the past, filth and litter of  an earnest existence, slopes sharply, 
almost cliff-like, toward the wash. The other side changes its form, its structure, in the 
wind that blows in bursts unpredictable yet expected. Farther in the distance, a window 
slams, a neighbor groans in an apneatic fit, someone searches for their keys in a midnight 
stupor, Dvorak crescendos a marching standard, a bus whines and wails its way down 
Broadway, a deepfrier is being overused, and the limp baton marks the episode as having 
just begun.

 
My feet are wet.
 
While traversing the continent on back roads one becomes all too familiar with the 

similarities of  the many towns with their remnants of  industry – abandoned or redis-
covered factory buildings that seem as natural to their environments as the maple trees 
in Vermont. These buildings are sometimes transformed by the gentry or the artsy, the 
vagrant or the yuppie. But most remain unresolved; and it’s in one of  these dilapidated 
locations where the ruin of  a former society sticks out in the pasture of  the human com-
mune; and William returns, every night, naked and wet without reason, to this complex.

When I am there, in the empty rooms with unknown machinery, I allow the logic and 
recognition of  place, yet neither what is known or inherently understood – instinctually – 
fails to absorb the purpose of  this moment, this half-moment. This is reality, this is real, 
neither dream nor dreamy. Believe me: this is real, but an abduction unto myself.

Ever since he was a little boy, he has been terrified of  brick buildings.
...

Half  way through his second year of  graduate school, in the midst of  a collective, in-
definable panic, a strange conspiracy took hold of  him and the more susceptible twenty-
somethings, mostly males. Those, like William, who went to Health Services complain-
ing of  various ailments, some legitimate and others of  a more hypochondriac disorder, 
were prescribed antidepressants: Paxil, Prozac, Zoloft, Wellbutrin -- for each charac-
ter, a character correction or displacement. Paxil, just recently introduced, and -- in a 
more pronounced, handy assessment -- Prozac both seemed to match his profile and 
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after being told what the various side-effects may be -- somnolence, insomnia, agitation, 
tremors, increased anxiety, dizziness, gastrointestinal constipation, nausea, diarrhea, dry 
mouth, vomiting, flatulence, asthenia, abnormal ejaculation, sweating, impotence, libido 
decreased -- he settled on the one that would also “mellow you out” and “help you to 
sleep,” as the doctor distractedly droned. Paxil. The doctor, a dry, old Jewish borscht-
belter, gave him a free month’s supply, followed with his prepared shtick: “May take some 
time to take affect, perhaps a month; but it will help to lessen these bouts of  anxiety 
your symptoms seem to predicate. Sooner than later, you’ll be able to move beyond your 
fears – they’ll be put to the peripheral -- and you’ll be able to function in a more assertive 
manner.” 

When he returned to his apartment and read the diagnostic insert and directions that 
came with his first week’s doses -- a rhetoric more diffuse than a lawyer’s legal jargon -- he 
mulled over the possibility of  a personality transformation and how it would influence 
the style of  his work, his drawing and constructions, and after an extensive three seconds 
of  weighing the repercussions of  taking something to reduce his anxiety, he committedly 
decided to forgo the trial. He could live with the somnolence – Fuck, I wasn’t sleeping 
and I was plagued with twilight visions as I stumbled through my days in a perpetual state 
of  R.E.M.” – and the ability to sleep, no matter the catalyst, would be a blessing; but he 
had no idea what “asthenia” was, and he had no desire to increase his anxiety nor willing 
to lose control of  his nether-region; and the percentages didn’t support his fears. 

A week later he traded with a friend of  a friend the pills for a case of  Guinness. 
Wondering why anyone would use them without a prescription (or why anyone would use 
them at all), he was told that the friend of  a friend was a recently graduated MFA in poet-
ry with no health insurance. “But why these?” he asked. The answer: “He grinds the pills 
into a dust and snorts them after a long night of  drinking and smoking.” William walked 
away with the better deal thinking, Let someone else suffer from the “anal leakage.” 
. . .

Someone in the Art department placed a list of  phobias and their definitions in Will’s 
mailbox. At first he thought the gesture was specific to his condition -- a statement of  
sorts or perhaps a criticism; everything was about criticism and perhaps someone was 
taking a cheap shot. But he noticed that the pink flyer was placed in everyone’s box and 
he sat at his desk, drank his weakly brewed coffee from one of  the campus cafes and read 
the small type covering both sides of  the sheet. According to said list and compounded 
by his already too prevalent hypochondria [can someone know that they’re a hypochon-
driac and still be a hypochondriac?], this was his condition:
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AndroabogycancerocardioclaustroclinodementoMuchMadnessisDivinestSenseTo
adiscerningEyeMuchSensethestarkestMadness’TistheMajorityInthisasAllprevailAssen-
tandyouaresaneDemuryou’restraightawaydangerousAndhandledwithaChainhadehelmint
honovercaophthalmoouranopolyphobicjerkofftelephonobecausesomeoneisgoingtocalla
ndsaythatsomeonediedandhe’snotgoingtogiveashitophobia.

Madness.
Or lyssophobia, fear of  madness… or rabies.

.  .  .
“So, now that you have your own space, why is it still so barren?” Chanie asked.
“I have a pile of  bricks,” he said, and he pointed to the uniform piles of  ruin. “Bricks 

for a desk. Bricks for lunch. Bricks.”
“Lifeless,” she said.
“I suppose that’s what separates us,” he said. You believe that someone created life. 

I believe in the Big Bang and evolution – from energy came life-force. All this stuff  is 
alive with energy and moving, constantly moving.” He grabbed a brick as if  he were lift-
ing a weight, and presented the tan, porous block to Chanie. “This is a universe, created 
like the universe of  atoms, of  matter, of  fire, of  stone – deep within this universe are 
infinite universes. For all we know, the future of  being relies on this brick… a brick that 
is, despite its appearance, more empty space than not.”

Chanie, unfazed, said, “You look like a savage standing there with your newly discov-
ered stone tool.”
.   .   .

Having not lobbied for renewal of  his adjunct contract and embracing the idea of  
bartending or painting houses or building sets, Will was surprised to receive a phone call 
from the Art department chair, Lew Hancock. Lew said that they had a full time, tempo-
rary position to replace someone who was either on sabbatical or retiring -- he was vague 
as to whom Will was “temporarily replacing” and why he was being called upon, having 
even added “maternity leave” before waiting for Will’s response.

“It’s a one year contract.”
“Benefits?”
“Health included.”
Knowing that just about everyone in the Art department was an adjunct instructor 

-- only 16 of  47 instructors, including the chair, were tenured or tenure-tracked, four of  
whom were Emeritus -- an ancient Hollywood photographer, a well known painter of  
photo-perfect realism, a conceptual artist who made soap, and a potter --, Will couldn’t 
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believe his good fortune. Along with the yearlong position came his own little office and 
studio space and, he assumed, a computer. He was impressed with himself.
.    .    .

Feeling as if  he had stepped into an adult fairy tale -- a cinematic tale, perhaps foreign 
or at least independent -- he became a Fred, yet still bloated, yesterday disconsolate, but 
today champion in white with a mink prowling the perimeter -- he called Tara, whom 
he was sure was, at that moment, pacing some coffee shop with her phone pasted to 
her perky, little ear in a “Let’s celebrate” panic of  anticipation and relief  and commit-
ment to drinking, drinking something good and getting loose and maybe even stoned, 
and aside from several teachers he had been slowly befriending -- people to whom he 
could not brag considering his upgrade and their more earnest, yet stalled, plights -- and 
Chanie, his orthodox “I’m not orthodox” Israeli student – Why leave Israel? Why leave 
the promise land? -- who was probably preparing Shabbos, wearing Shabbos, this late 
Friday afternoon. This is really a put-on right; you’re not really an orthodox Jew? No, 
I’m not. My family is. My father is a rabbi and a principal at a yeshiva high school. He is 
a representative of  Israel, a representation of  why the young men should return to Israel 
for two years after they graduate. I’m not even a Zionist. [She wants to lie to him. She 
always wants to lie to him, but she can’t; and it’s not her Jewishness that keeps her from 
lying, it’s her love. She loves him.] 

Tara was the only person, even after eight months in the terrible polish that is Los 
Angeles, with whom he could revel.

She said, “I was just thinking of  you,” when he called and followed with, “Hell yeah, 
I’ll join you. Do you want me to make a res?”

“How about just meeting at my house. I’ll cook something”
“You will, will you Will?” And she agreed, and said she would leave her office in 

Santa Monica early and forsake the traditional Friday night scene of  industry parties 
and various happenings, all of  which he had remained firmly oblivious to except for the 
screening of  Hesse which, she informed Will the week before, had been accepted to 
Sundance.

She said, “See you in a couple,” and he realized that he had never been invited to her 
house in the Hills. Or did she live in a swanky “apartment” in the Hills? She lived ON 
the Hills, he thought.
.     .     .

Chanie lived in mid-Wilshire; but aside from her father being a rabbi, that’s all he 
knew of  her home life. Circumstances [and circumcisions, lest you forget Will] would 
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dictate that she was one of  many siblings -- many as in more that five -- and probably a 
middle child, a forgotten child, considering that she was seeking a separation of  title and 
attending college and lunching with her teacher seven years her senior, and just about to 
kiss him, to lean over and kiss him with her lightly painted lips; lips that have met only 
four other boys who didn’t know how to use their own lips.
.      .      .

Stopping at Trader Joes for some finger food and beer and facing the Friday blitz of  
blue people, he reached for a six-pack of  some eclectic stout, the last six-pack of  its kind, 
at the same time as a balding anti-cavalier hulk. The beast looked at him with that “You 
got a problem” glare and snatched the beer from his reach. Everything was rent asunder. 
You coward. You vermin. No appreciation of  life. No sense of  the future.

Will said, “Damn man, what’s your fucking deal?”   
Crowds always bring out the worst in everyone -- Will played into the hunger to 

confront.
“Fuck you,” Hulk said under his breath as he turned his cart around in mid-aisle. 
With a flint that was about to make the best red-orange-blue flame black, Will pushed 

the man in the back as he walked away; the man stumbled a few steps forward while still 
holding onto his cart -- his heft was superior to Will’s thrust. Will was calling him out, 
but they never made it out. The man turned, a heap of  useful flesh, and reached for Will’s 
throat, but he dodged and Hulk grabbed Will’s jacket collar and flung him into the pet 
food -- a peculiar landing on kibble and cans and rawhide dog bones and rope toys. Will 
recovered as quickly as his shock would allow and two Hawaiian shirt-wearing employ-
ees, both men larger than Will but smaller than Hulk, grabbed the bull before he could 
charge. Fuming every epithet in the Oxford Dictionary of  Inappropriate Words that 
began in f, s, and c, Hulk tried to muscle his way toward the now frightened boy. 

“I once sat in dog shit,” he said to Chanie. “It was among the most embarrassing 
moments in my life. All the neighborhood boys and girls just pointed at me as I ran home 
covering my ass. ‘He sat in shit. Will sat in shit.’ They all screamed the obvious.”

 Another employee came and he was all but pinned to his position and Will, heed-
ing the words of  someone behind him, skirted his way around the rage, reached into the 
man’s cart, extricated the six-pack as another surge mounted.

Placing a ten dollar bill on the Customer Service counter by the exit, Will walked out 
of  the market with only his trophies -- six dark tan bottles of  a microbrew stout he had 
never drunk with labels depicting a smiling man with severe eyes and a halo above parted 
hair, dressed in a pin-stripped suit holding a blood red pitchfork -- and an exaggerated 
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sense of  victory.
Dark victory.
.       .       .
In a way, violent confrontations balance the fancy of  extremes of  self-isolation in 

this, a city of  enormous expanse and unreasonable layout. Will was a new breed of  the 
antisocial, socializing dude: hermetic, yet in touch; sexually active, yet mostly with myself; 
unfashionable and unconscious; uncharismatic and removed; unintelligent and irrespon-
sible -- he knew that he was a mean-spirited spectre of  his own visions, a nightmare with-
in a nightmare;  but at least the ghost of  his conscious self  spoke to him in his sleep. 

“Will, behind that rusting door is the answer to your unasked question: Who made 
these brick buildings?”

And he answered: “The, the, the very same people who, who died in there. I mean, 
in here, here, here, here, and here.” Will pointed everywhere… 

“…and in here, this room, she was gassed with the same shit they used to kill lice. 
You see, the story is told over and over but nobody really talks about what’s what. Dad 
died. She died. I died. They all died. So, nobody knows. Not even the witnesses of  exter-
mination -- they’re always on the other side of  the door with earnest fascination. Some 
were fascinated cowards, of  course. Oh, but she was pretty, still pretty as a corpse, her 
breasts still firm despite her having given birth to you. And her blue eyes… She had blue 
eyes? Her blue eyes exhibited no fear or darkness, looking beyond the pile… They were 
in a rush to kill at this point. Marta was still strong and lovely and would’ve lived if  not 
for the panic of  killing.

Something to do with more Hungarian Jews, a large number, a city large. Coming to 
Vernichtungslagerville or  Todeslageropolis. He heard it called, “das Lager der Vernich-
tung.” 

These are memories, not his own…
“Apart from being a part of  the gassing operation, they marched in with them to al-

leviate the panic. Everyone panicked. Everyone feared the water. The water became the 
fog. The fog became death. 

“Will, I don’t have much more to say.”
.        .        .

[Remember this? As she gently pulled Will’s hand up her leg to the meeting of  her 
thighs, she whispered in his ear, “First base is not a kiss.”]
.         .         .

When Will returned home, his sense of  victory retreated. There was too much to do. 
13
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The phone rang and his mind flitted. There was always the expectation of  news being 
bad, but the calming second wave of  “What bad news could there be?” was beaten back 
by the idea that he was defeated waiting, waiting, waiting every other weekend for the 
phone to ring, for his father to be on the other side, to even hear an excuse that could 
validate the waiting; and he had been waiting for 34 years, every moment of  34 years, but 
back then he was in his late 20s, bent on overcoming his telephonaphobia, or phono-
phobia, and he turned the ringer on the handset to too loud. He didn’t have reason, an 
anticipation of  a call from someone important, to do this or that, but a premonition, or 
something akin to sensing something on the horizon, nudged him -- things were about to 
change. When he flicked the little switch, he resigned to whichever fate -- Klotho, Lekhe-
sis, or Atropos -- may have been in charge -- the taut umbilical measuring more than the 
few feet from the wall to the cradle of  phone, phone machine,…

The phone will ring and he will want to answer it. And of  his condition? Faith – a 
matter of  constipation. He said aloud, “The phone will ring.”

IT WILL RING IT WILL RING IT WILL RING IT WILL RING IT WILL…

“I haven’t smoked a cigarette in years,” he said to Tara who was pushing one on him 
after he polished the six bottles of  Victory stout and she the bottle of  champagne that 
seemed to come with the package of  her personality.

“I’m a bad influence,” she said, “but you look like you need one.”
“Like I could use a bad influence?” he asked as he took the cigarette and before she 

could even light it with the fancy box of  matches from one of  her haunts she had him 
pinned again on the only soft cushion in his place. He worked on the buttons of  her 
blouse, but she, sitting on him, yanked her shirt and her bra off  all in one motion – a sea-
soned pro. Her breasts were small, soft and pointed, and she hovered over him and they, 
in their natural response to the gravity of  her position, reflected his returning pubescent 
disbelief  -- the priapic discourse between self  and other self. He moved his hands up the 
ridge of  her back in filmic fashion, aping the romance of  movie stars in sallow romances 
or 9 and 1/2 Weeks -- which he watched several times in succession in his teens --, but 
she plowed into him indifferent to the tenderness and grabbed his wrists and forced his 
hands above his head and her head and in a sadist fashion, she smiled, an evil smile, and 
he lost ego and sensation and pulled himself  up enough to have his lips on her breast, but 
she pushed her chest into his mouth and dropped her full weight onto him, onto what 
was left of  him.
.           .           .
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He would like to say that his was a heroic endeavor: Odysseus returning from years at 
war, overcoming the wiles of  enchanted, wicked women, and travels to get home to take 
Penelope firmly for the duration of  the hero’s prescribed roll in the hay; but he was more 
like a man who was released from state penitentiary. Everything worked, but worked like 
an eager, first day employee faced with months of  probation.
.            .            .

“Will, this is your great-grandfather. Remember, the only burning necessity is to burn 
necessities.”
.             .             .

 At first there was no major agreement, no devil to bargain with, no magic potion, 
nor mystical mechanism. Science had nothing to do with his permanence. No, nothing 
had anything to do with Will’s failure to meet any kind of  death other than sheer will to 
remain,… 

Months after his 37th birthday, Will lay in bed rereading something for the 10th time, 
but it was the only work, moreso than any dense masterpiece, that kept his attention. 
He read under the diffuse illumination of  his wife’s light as she slept in a gentle wheeze. 
Their daughter, Dahlia, longer than three-years-old, hogged the middle of  the bed, a 
place she had been returning to the past few weeks… or maybe months. 

Will, finally slipping into slumber, placed the prayer book on his chest and watched 
the premier of  trippy images lead to his first real dream of  the evening: 

Every evening begins in the same fashion: From junkyard to natural landscape to 
mound of  transforming clay: The soft haze of  an uneven expanse, an undiscovered val-
ley, separates the two realities, one less defined than the other. On one side a hill, piled 
with the remains of  the past, filth and litter of  an earnest existence, slopes sharply, almost 
cliff-like, toward the wash. The other side changes its form, its structure, in the wind that 
blows in bursts unpredictable yet expected. Farther in the distance, a window slams, a 
neighbor groans in an apneatic fit, someone searches for their keys in a midnight stupor, 
Dvorak crescendos a marching standard, a bus whines and wails its way down Broad-
way, a deepfrier is being overused, and the limp baton marks the episode as having just 
begun. 

My feet are wet.

Brian Katz
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Foundation Myth

It was on the seventh day of  the festival that Morningstar leapt
from a lingering crowd and craned his neck to gaze at the colossus.
Every muscle in his tiny frame was taut as he raised his arms
above his head and showed his palms to the god.  A hush swept
over the crowd, since no one before him had dared cross the Beige
Line, since no one before him had looked squarely into the Oracle’s
neon-lighted eyes, and since no one before had addressed the
god directly.

“Oracle, your name is Worm!  I am the Oracle now, and you are
my subject.  Lower yourself  and receive my prophecy.  Plunge your
knees into the earth and be nourished by the ticks and fleas that
have quit my body.”

He had leapt across the threshold even before the guards could make
a motion toward him.  Now they stood motionless, dreading the
Oracle’s punishments for allowing such a rude person into His
company.  Morningstar had gone where no mortal should go, where no
embodied creature should make impure the sacred ground with the
filth that spalls from his flesh.  The tiny man spoke again, his
voice becoming even more shrill.

“I am the Oracle now, and I say unto you that I have climbed from
Stratus through Cumulus until the Cirrus, and that I have murdered
the Last True God, and that I found the Overman perched on a
mountain, and that I have eaten him!”

The onlookers were petrified, but everyone sighed and many wept
with adoration when the god’s answer was merciful.

“Your little tantrum is no light matter, but let it amuse
whomever it will.  Now, move along my little one and open your
heart, so that one day you may receive the Teachings from me.”

Morningstar cringed and the hairs bristled on his neck.  He closed
his fists and waved them in the air.
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“Worm!  I have soiled your temples and I have smashed your sacred
toys.  I have not come to receive Teachings from you!  I have come
to make you my subject and to tell the masses, with me as their
prophet, that they will receive no Teachings from me.  I shall offer
them great Beauty, I shall offer them great Mysteries, and I shall
fill them with Appetites.  We shall have festivals for building
great illusions, and then we shall have festivals for shredding
them to bits.”

With these words, he turned his back to the Oracle and faced the
crowd.  The colossus moaned and then closed his eyes.  No one
dared move until a man grabbed the intruder’s ankle and pulled him
into the mass of  onlookers.  Then, a frightful orgy of  violence was
put in motion, as the mob set upon Morningstar with their bare hands
and tore him limb from limb.

In his knapsack they found the golden tongue of  a god, and in his
belly, they found the bloodied head of  the Overman.

Andrés Farfán
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Misfortune Cookies   
                                                                                                
At the end of  one of  those gray, slag-heap days
in November when nothing remarkable went wrong 
yet nothing much worth telling went right, I might eat
a solitary meal in the Naugahyde booth of  a deserted 
Chinese restaurant. And when only the inky slick
of  soy sauce remains like a tarnished memory
on my number-one combination plate, I’ll ask
for the plastic tray, my bill, and at least two 
of  those tan, folded, crisp and clairvoyant cookies
I have anticipated since placing my order. 
And, before I pay, I’ll crack each of  those 
sugary shells to extract its wick of  paper  
that has my future burning on it. 
Each might bear its grim forecast: 
For middle-fingering up Old Testament road rage,
God has cursed loose the lug nuts on your Buick, 
and, You will be mounted over the fireplace just as soon
as your trophy wife marries the taxidermist. 
Assured the worst, too worried now to grab
my coat, edge past the gurgling aquarium  
where bug-eyed, perfidious goldfish watch me 
approach a dragon on the red-lacquered door, 
I might choose instead to stay, even celebrate 
my lucky isolation in a booth,  
the empty dish and tepid green tea,
broken cookies and dull November day. 

Norman Goodwin      
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Elementary

Third grade was marbles:

swirlies in storm drains,

and catcher – or ‘tag’.

We stood on benches – 

we were safe there.

Only the bravest 

stayed on their feet;

no one wanted

to be “it” (whatever it was).

But eventually tag gave way

to girls,

and marbles made way

for Pogs – they didn’t need

the gutters.  We used

the benches instead.

Michael Obilade
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Nadia Makan
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Jerzy Szablowski
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A Table of  Sisters and Friends

Snarled rings of  knotted burls
Welled in walnut plain 
Glare glassy-eyed calumny
Hued with sanguine stain

Oblivious pools immured, secured
‘Neath panes of  lacquered sallow
A muted, mawkish, silent gaze 
Of  owl eyes wreathed in tallow 

Glossy wraiths ‘neath dinner plates
Of  sisters bloomed and fallow
Ivory napes and flaxen plaits 
Green, dry, ripe, and hollow

A writhing flame, hot and tame,
Will flicker till tomorrow
The meal is cooked, dished and forked
Their smiles pursed, then swallowed

Quiet retreats through lighted streets
Cloaked in fleecy gowns
Styled and neat, measured entreats
To pass the thorny crown

China bright, steaming white
In nests of  bony fingers
An evening drone of  furnace stones
Glowing, lowing lingers

Discourse trained, smothered, framed
A false and maudlin verse
Whose armor quaked, blistered, raked
Puckers till it bursts  

Jake Holmes
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Dusky, Stale, and Tired Breath

Rocks and gossamers

And mouthed bread

Tufted pate and hoary head

Veiny meat and dusty web

Slung flesh and sagging bed

Wet cough and cotton thread

Inky night and silent ebb

Overripe and bruising red

Cloudy stare and stony tread

Dying, dying, dying, dead

Vaulted peaks

And glass and lead

Slated roof  and steeple wedge

Rope and spear and Savior bled

Knelling bell and tolling dread

Darkened path and grassy ledge

Gauzy moss clung overhead

Dappled hill and plotted hedge

Climbing frock and parish led

Dying, dying, dying, dead 

Jake Holmes
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David Bermejo
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What We Mean By Hurt

It is what we leave behind, 

knee prints in the tall grass,

an echoed drum song from the stands,

wine-darkened lips stained in the sheets.

It is a mother, pregnant, holding her head 

in the pond behind the football field, 

pulled out and held down on a hospital bed, 

her stomach pumped with charcoal.

It is the thing we mean

when the security guard holds the hand 

when he should be holding the wrist

of  a woman who is brought to early birth. 

It is the husband and daughter

listening in the next room

to the slowing hum of  a woman held 

in the muffled beat of  a distant marching band. 

Eric Anderson
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Calico Cat

Within a blurry swirl of  feline fur

sleeps one small patch of  orange and white and black

oddity among cats whose single shades stir

not with other colors orange, white, or black.

I know a simple cause biologically

with chromosomes and basal bodies that

explains that stunning singularity

occurring in this multicolored cat.

But I prefer to think it rubs it back

against the graceful curves and gentle slopes

of  table-legs and armchairs newly stained,

and with its tints of  orange and white and black

it curls its undulating back and goes

to sleep with dreams of  walls of  drying paint.

Xiao Xiao
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Commodore
the big hat steels an eye
toward the main
do not refrain
whatsoever from the day’s
unfortunatest ways
but praise
the cannonade that does not ask us why
  
 

toastmaster 
I bid ye all
raise your glasses
higher by a score
of  women’s thighs
arise and get you
altitude of  hot air
on this wintry sidelin’d
metaphor of  grace
the place is accursed
if  need be and that is so
we shall have it even though

33

port o’ call
I see amongst these trees
the why and whithersoever
of  a day’s march
under some bumbledore
or flivver from the day’s heat
with the rank atmosphere of  the torpid noon
beating my breast for a long cool drink
I think I never shall see
Battingsea or Marylebone
again without a lime rickey
and two girls on each arm
fabulously

Christopher Mulrooney
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Marco A AmbrizPerfumes, Murmurs and Nuptial Shadows
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The Language of  the Devil

Is it really Latin spoken backwards 

like in the movies, spoken by a girl 

we should find cute but is filled

to her braces with the beast?

I imagine, since the devil may or may not exist,

it would be something more complex,

something like the heat left by one body 

waiting for another body in bed,

something that stays with you,

that curls up, coiling itself

somewhere behind your ribs,

something that kisses your hand 

like the stranger you gave directions to

on the subway, only, hours later, 

your hand still smells like his smoke.

Eric Anderson
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Saturday Afternoon Bicycle-Share

we were explorers of  nature,
spontaneous rearrangers
of  van Gogh’s unreal characters
bursting into the empty space
between our eyes and the wall.

a sinewy, suntanned tree reached
up to the invisible sky,
but a human being inside—
diving down from the heights—
disappeared right into the trunk,
an authentic sylvan historian,
arms and shoulders vanishing
into unseen depths;

a mournful dew-drop grew
large in the sky:
the clouds overhead
moved apart—
rays of  sunlight beckoned—
but no sunlight emerged,
rather, a piece of  fabric from the sky
swelling, swelling
until it fell,
a solitary teardrop,
straight down into the heart
of  the city.

Colin Hill
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Naomi E. Stein
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Self  Indulgent or Love
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Bruxism
(to clench or grind one’s teeth) 

Most of  us do. Even newborns, 
stunned aware, their pilot lights just lit,
gnaw their gums against a knuckle. 
And whether teeth be true or false, those
without some mutilating scuffs are few.
I’ve seen ossuaries in European caves 
left by monks whose pyramids and chandeliers
made from centuries of  bones 
reveal teeth worn less by food 
than by rasp against themselves, 
clenched against some bony absolute.
If  fated, thus, to brux let’s not forget
that those whose cusps and fangs  
no further gnashing shortens no longer live.
In mouth’s darkness, where all words
and dialectic finally stall, for those 
considered lucky, living long, teeth flicker
ever lower, like flames of  ancient fires.    

Norman Goodwin
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Christine Hazlett
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Shan Wang
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Untitled

A wise and ancient maxim states
That those advanced in years
Deserve steadfast obedience
For past times’ toil and tears

It is ironic that the prize
For merits once possessed
Are powers that these very traits’
Development arrest

Thus patience earns the right to show
Short temper; faults to see
And knowledge through mistakes obtained
Sheds fallibility

The young ones, on the other hand
Their youth seen as their bane
Acquire all these qualities
The aged did not retain

They learn endurance in the face
Of  anger’s quick reprise
And self-control from being forced
To silence does arise

It looks as if  reality
The proverb’s wisdom mocks
Creating out of  seeming truth
A subtle paradox

Renaldo Webb
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Anna Premo“Death is the ultimate not being”
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Experimental Models 

A clear vinyl catheter,
slipped in the jugular
to be certain of  dosage,
pushes deeper, bounces
against a pulsing valve 
then teases through the right 
atrium to the slick current below.
Among the bright and lettered 
I stand on a tiled floor
in a rational department
of  the free world.     
Beating around that shaft 
the delicate heart must burn 
but we’re to keep the subjects
alive for daily injections.
We document in detail
small wounds cut in each, 
how they do or do not heal.
If  rage rouses the creature
from its opiate sleep it makes
no protest: not one springs
from the stainless counter 
or dashes past the white gowns
for the open hall. Each
in turn fulfills a role
then empties its breath 
into the spacious lung
of  the lab freezer. Flickers
from a fluorescent bulb make
cotton balls piled by the sink 
appear to shiver.
Otherwise the lab is still
save for the freezer’s gasp
as it opens to receive another, 
still warm from its labor.
The bottom bin fills, each
blunder turns to stone,
the icy weight of  which tips
awry our scale of  progress. 

Norman Goodwin
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After Lunch

 for Frank O’Hara

You wrote at lunch 
to stay thin
so your ass looked good in pants
so everyone loved you.

I eat lunch, no one wants me,
write after.  Though so many days
with your perfect ass
no one wanted you either.

Not for Poulenc but for you
I walked from Saint Germain to le Pont Mirabeau.

I was alone on that bridge
the Seine was grey
one of  my exs walked with his wife
to the Avenue Mozart.

I’ve outlived you by 5 years
but not out-written you.
I stroll the Rue Pergolese
looking for dinner.

Craig Cotter
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CLOTHESPIN
 In memory of  Moni

 “I am for an art that tells you the time of  day, or where such and such a street 
is.  I am for an art that helps old ladies across the street.” – Claes Oldenburg

Not one of  mom’s weathered
wooden clothespins in the hard woven
basket in the back shed for the line
which runs from above the back
deck high up clear across the back
yard to the huge double tulip poplar
gone now, she and you, too, but Claes’s sculpture
set back on 15th Street: “Meet me at 
‘The Clothespin’!” you’d say, then joke: “I’ll need
a clothespin to hold my nose!”  I knew it
in Center City near City Hall, then
when I would see you standing there in
sun, your brown hair lit above smile,
I felt the thrill like wind within
from having a friend.  “Less is more,” Mies
said, but I am more akin to Browning,
my mother’s favorite; I cannot cut
this short like your soft brown hair.
We’d explore Sanson Street: Taylor’s Country
Store, a bit of  Vermont gone now too
from this City of  Brotherly Love, this
Philadelphia, or Joseph Fox Books
downstairs then.  I took you to Smedley’s
a block up from Joe’s where I met you
too.  But it was the AIA Bookstore
you introduced me to too, clean, neat,
organized, beautiful architecture
books closest to who you were, where you came
from, then there was back to Vermont, Brattle-
boro and up the mountain, but “What does
a mountain care?”  You’re gone.  You were never
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my Lucrezia, though I have wished you
were.  “Well, less is more, Lucrezia: . . .”
I was a painter once too, before then.
You are in heaven now.  “Ah, but a man’s
reach should exceed his grasp, or what’s a heaven
for?” mother tried to teach me.  But up
the mountain I held your shoulders in my 
hands those nights, then next, another season,
back to Olde City in summer grass green
and sloping near Carpenter’s Hall, 18th
century beauty we close side-by-side
reclined, then years later first deep kiss
below grove of  eucalyptus trees in 
Palo Alto, then back in San Francisco
late by past midnight fire soft wet kisses,
full warm you at winter on cool fresh
white sheets . . . –- then spring, the Getty in
Malibu, our villa, our dream of  
Roman order atop cliff  in bright sun;
“Mali-boo-boo” you called it after you
stumbled crossing the street, the Coast highway, -
or the Huntington Garden south; further 
back I travel in memory, out of  
order, - the steps through wood down to gray
Bay Bridge water, ships slowly sailing away
to some other world.  Up the Sir Francis
Drake we drove one morning after in
that white, top-down Love Bug;- I had been
a kind sir back in Vermont, but I wish
I could mutter now as Andrea spoke: 
“I regret little, I would change still less.”. . .
“This must suffice me here.  What would one have?
In heaven, perhaps, new chances, one more chance”?
So much gone you old friend so young then
too young to leave this earth, so much never ends.

Daniel Picker
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Musée d’art Moderne, Paris, 1971
L’Enfant Dormi, Constantin Brancusi

“That’s a rock!”
A laugh comes out my nose in the museum and I am conscious of  being an American,
at 21, my first trip to Europe, a pack on my back,
(obviously an expert on sculpture, having seen the David in Florence), I 
know this smooth, dark, large, round tumbled stone is

nothing, but I walk around it anyway.
“Sleeping newborn,” my high school fumbling French translates the title.
Obeisant tourist orbiting an ovoid, I
pronounce it a petrified dinosaur egg or
boulder, mere detritus from a glacial moraine. I want to buy the postcard

to – mail? rail? regale? -- the absurdity of  abstract art.
My hiking boots squeak on the yellow wooden floor.
A tang of  unfamiliar floor wax and cleaners arises underfoot. 
Odd … a warm envelope of  soft air surrounds the statue, and I, somehow 
knowing where the head is,

wait for the small breath I watched for in infants I babysat, so quiet I was afraid they    
 might have died,
recalling that baby power is powdered stone, talc,
stifling an urge to pat the little back to assure he will not wake.
Someone coughs politely in the distance.
“Hush, a sleeping child,” my posture answers.

Thirty-six years later, 
my womb now turned to stone, I, who never had a child,
must endure people’s “Oh, but you write poems” yet I despair.
Who will remember the silence around my words, a third of  a century from now,
the way I remember the space around Brancusi’s stone baby breathing?

Mary Agnes Mullowney 
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S. Balaji ManiThe Quintessential
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Fallout

You’d think after living here for most of  your life—all sixteen years of  it—this kind of  
stuff  would become normal.  But it doesn’t.  Even though there are about ten, twenty 
million of  us here already, and more arrive in the shuttles every day, it’s still a kick in the 
ass to wake up every morning and realize you’re part of  the first generation of  kids to 
grow up here—on stinking Mars.  

When we were small, Leslie and I would watch those stupid movies.  You know, the 
ones they made in the 1950s about colonizing Venus and Jupiter and every other planet 
in the solar system.  They were full of  these alpha males who spoke in deep voices and 
said cheesy stuff  like “We come in peace” to some little green men dressed in cheap 
boots and plastic suits.  Well let me tell you, none of  that stuff  exists.  Not here, any-
way.  I mean, yeah, it is red outside—but it’s more like a brownish, faded brick color, 
instead of  that fire-engine hue we used to use when drawing the place, back on Earth.  
Mostly, it’s like living in Arizona, or Colorado—where we lived—except it’s a lot colder, 
and you can’t go outside without bringing an O-tank with you.  But other than that, it’s 
about the same. 

“What’s wrong?”
“Nothing.”  I’m staring off  into the sky, watching everything swirl in sand and dust.  

It’s kind of  peaceful.
“You think it’ll be done by Wednesday?” 
I look at her, and shrug.  “Maybe.” I think for a second.  “I hope not.  I hope it goes 

on for a week.”
We both settle back into our chairs, nice and easy.  From here, twelve stories up, we 

can see everything when it’s clear.  And when it storms, it feels like we’re the only two 
left on the whole freaking planet.

Leslie’s my older sister.  She isn’t that much older—just a couple of  minutes earlier, 
really—but she calls herself  my older sister since she acts so much more mature than 
me.  I don’t think she does, but everyone else seems to, so whatever.  To tell you the 
truth, we don’t even look like twins.  

Ginger’s the baby of  the family.  She doesn’t remember anything about Earth, 
which makes sense, because she was a wish in my mother’s heart when we left.  Nowa-
days, every Martian—I’m not kidding, that’s the official name—gets taught about their 
original planet through textbooks, charts and graphs and the like.  But even in the 
pictures, you can tell there’s something missing.  Like some of  the pages were torn out, 
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and some phony changed the numbers to make it all look the same.  I’ve never been 
to half  the places she points out to me when we go through her geography book, but 
I still have a feel of  what it would be like to go there, since I was actually born there.  
Earth, I mean.  

It doesn’t matter, though.  It’s just a little weird every now and then, when you stop 
to think about it.  Like now.  It’s Monday, 7AM local time, and Leslie and I are on the 
roof  with the canopy open, watching one hell of  a dust storm.  There’s no way we’re 
going to have classes today; you can’t see more than a foot in front of  you when it gets 
this bad.  But it isn’t like back home.  Back in Denver, we had dust storms, but those 
were nothing compared to these.  The snowstorms though, were something sweet.  
There was a big one, I mean huge, right before we left.  I was six, and it was the first day 
of  1st grade, but I still remember it like it was last week.  Ginger was about ten years 
from being born, and mom and dad were busy training for the Mission, so most of  the 
time, it was just me and Leslie.  The day it happened, it was like waking up in another 
world—and even though I’ve woken up on Mars every day for the last ten years, I still 
can’t think of  a better way to describe it.  It was just that good.

Everything was covered in white.  I mean, these days, when I’m in the mood for a 
laugh, I open up one of  Ginger’s science books on Earth, and Leslie and I can laugh 
for hours about the passages on global warming, and nuclear winters, and all those eu-
phemisms for ‘fallout’.  Now it’s funny, because we get the jokes, and we’ve seen it all.  
Nothing about where we came from is still new anymore, so everything’s comfortable.  
But back then, neither of  us knew anything about that stuff.  We just knew we’d gone to 
bed the night before, and woken up to twelve feet of  snow outside.  You couldn’t even 
open the door.  We climbed out through a window on the second floor, and joined what 
turned out to be one of  the last snow-fights kids throughout the city would ever have.  
It lasted for weeks.  Eventually, the schools re-opened, and we went back, but by then, 
everything was out of  schedule, and I don’t think any of  us learned much that year.  

“What are you guys doing?”
I turn back and see Ginger, still in her pajamas and trailing a bright blue towel be-

hind her.  She’s all messy and scruffy, but cute in that way some kids are.  My mother 
says she looks just like we did at her age.  Leslie kind of  agrees with her.

“It’s storming again,” Ginger says, and she smiles, real wide.
“Yeah.  Just watching everything,” Leslie replies.  “Pull up a chair.”
She does, and the three of  us settle down again, watching the sun rise—in the East, 

same as back home.  Except it’s a little smaller, since we’re a lot farther away.  And it 
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doesn’t leave you feeling warm when it shines on your forehead in the middle of  the 
afternoon.  It’s more like a frightened, distant version of  the sun.  Like we treated it bad 
and scared it away.  So it isn’t really the same.  Nothing’s ever really the same.  You just 
pretend it is.

When I tell Ginger the story, about the twelve feet of  snow and what it meant to 
get in a snowball fight with thousands of  kids, all throwing snowballs at each other and 
hiding and chasing one another throughout the city, her eyes light up like stars, and 
she sits absolutely still and doesn’t miss a word.  But she’s never seen snow—not in 
person—and for some reason, that tears the hell out of   me.  I mean, looking at pictures 
and video and hearing stories from someone is better than nothing, but it’s not even 
close to the real thing.  It’s like talking about being on a roller-coaster instead of  actually 
riding one.  It feels hollow.  But she doesn’t know that, because she doesn’t know what 
she’s missing.  Which is some comfort, I guess.

“So what do you want do today?”
“I don’t know.”  I get up and walk over to the glass.  It’s not really glass—it’s some 

kind of  silicon-graphite blend—but it acts the same way.  Before the Mission became 
official, before anyone outside of  a small group of  people began to take the whole deal 
seriously, some whiz kid developed it, somewhere in a lab in Palo Alto.  I think he killed 
himself  after, working on some other project, but I’m not really sure.  The little I know, 
I learned from overhearing some big wigs a couple years back on a shuttle trip.  If  you 
touch it, it somehow arranges itself  so it’s ready to take a higher stress—like a punch, or 
a jab with the end of  a chair.  Apparently, the most common method of  death around 
here is suicide, but no one really talks about it much.  They just try to design everything 
on the outside as strong as possible, to keep whatever’s inside of  you on the inside.  Like 
they’d rather have you die of  boredom, or apathy.

“When’s mom getting back?” Leslie and mom have been really close since our dad 
died, a couple of  years back.  When it happened, they both took it really hard, so it kind 
of  makes sense.  We all took it pretty hard, but you know how it is.  I like to keep things 
in, keep them quiet.  And Ging, well, she was young, but she wasn’t stupid or anything.  
I mean she knew what happened, and she asked a couple questions and everything, 
but I think whatever got into me that kept me from talking too much about the whole 
thing got into her, and we both kind of  just went around doing  stuff, you know, instead 
of  talking about that.  No sense talking about certain things, especially when they just 
bring you down, and make you start wondering if  everything else in the world is worth 
dealing with.
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“I don’t know.  I think...probably by noon.”  She’s attending a conference on the 
other side of  the planet.  

“If  she doesn’t get back soon, we’re going to be late.”  Leslie says.
“She’ll be here in time.”  It comes out hollow, like even I don’t believe it.  But I 

do.
“Late for what?”  Ginger asks.  She knows, but she always makes us say it aloud—as 

if  it would lose meaning eventually if  we kept on talking circles around it.  Sometimes 
she’s like that—bold.  Leslie and I are more quiet, according to kids in school.

“For the memorial, silly.”  Leslie pulls a blue strand out of  her sister’s hair, and 
blows it into the air.  We share a knowing glance as it floats down slowly—slower than 
it ever would have drifted down, back home.

The year after our dad died, none of  us knew what to do about the time shift—par-
ticularly mom.  Back on Earth, we’d have done something 365 days after it happened, 
but what do you do here?  What do you do when a year’s 669 days long?

“I’m not waiting six-hundred days to remember my own damn father!” Leslie said, 
eleven months—Earth months—after his death.  It’s still the only time I’ve heard her 
curse.  We were standing here, trying to talk about anything other than the memory of  
him when she started tearing up, and said what I hadn’t had the heart to spit out.  Mom 
was in the next room and she overheard, but she wasn’t mad.  She just came in and 
hugged her—hugged us both—and we decided we’d stick to the old calendar for this, 
and for a few other things.  My little sister was asleep downstairs.  When she woke up 
and mom explained everything to her, she didn’t think twice about it.  “It wouldn’t make 
sense to do it the other way.”

“She’ll be here in time, then,” Ginger says.  When it comes from her, it sounds 
convincing—like whatever’s out there causing this sea of  sand and dust wouldn’t keep 
a kid from her mom.

“Yeah,” Leslie says.  “She can’t be that far now.”  I pull out a deck of  cards, and flip 
the set at her, so we can play something to pass the time.  

The first thing every kid learns here is how small everything is—geographically, I 
mean.  It’s not like Earth, where you’ve got a bit more space to raise crops and have 
wars and all.  It’s not like it’s tiny or anything here; it’s just smaller.  But it takes longer 
to get around here than it does—than it did—to get around back home.  For one thing, 
you can’t just walk out.  Got to put on suits, tanks, check timers and pressures—it’s a 
lot of  fuss.  And on days like these, when it’s just storming like all hell, the best thing 
to do’s pretty much to sit down and take it easy.  I guess that’s one thing you learn over 
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here.  You learn patience.  Leslie and I aren’t high strung or anything, but compared 
to Ginger, we’re pretty wound up.  The clocks here run a little slower than they do on 
Earth, because the days are a little longer, on account of  rotation rates, or something 
like that.  But she was born here, so she’s used to 25-hour clocks, and a lack of  seasons, 
and all that stuff.  I guess that’s a good thing.  I mean, what’s the point of  going around 
comparing everything you see to everything you used to know? There’s no point.  Just a 
lot of  wasted time and energy.  Except when it storms, which is fairly often.  Junior year 
just started a couple of  months ago—the school year is set up so we’re in school during 
the calmest months, when the weather doesn’t make getting around impossible.  Dur-
ing the ‘summer’, you can get storms that last for weeks, and you’re just stuck indoors, 
trying to keep from going crazy.  It’s hard.

But it isn’t always that way.  I don’t want you to think I hate it here or anything, 
because I don’t.  My best memory from the past summer was actually a pretty good one 
that had nothing to do with our surroundings.  Ginger and I came up here, where we 
are now, with a telescope one night, and we set it up just right.  Home is usually just a 
bright star, but if  you train a telescope on it, especially when we pass by close, you can 
see a hell of  a lot.

“It looks really pretty,” she said.
I looked through the eyepiece, and it was a blue marble—one of  those swirly ones, 

with streaks of  white and green throughout.  It was amazing.  
“Yeah.”
You couldn’t see too much—you couldn’t see Denver, or anything like that—but 

you could see enough.  I mean enough to give you an idea of  where you came from, 
and what you were looking at.  Even if  you never came from there.  Even if  you were 
among the first people in, I don’t know, history, to ever look back at a place everyone 
before you was from, but you weren’t from.  You couldn’t see the scars from here—I 
mean, like all the countries and places that no longer existed.  You couldn’t see any 
burned-out homes, or millions of  people struggling to get out, or even traces of  those 
black clouds that lingered for ten years after the last fallout.  It looked peaceful—like 
someone sleeping who you didn’t yet know was dead.  It was that moment right before 
you tried to wake him up.  I don’t know how it looked to her, but I hope it looked grand.  
I hope it didn’t feel like she was missing something.  I really do.

Michael Obilade
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